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New parents?

Here are 4 tips for dealing with stress
As joyful as having a new baby can be, it also has its challenges. Lack of sleep and a demanding schedule
can leave you feeling worn out. One important way to help protect yourself from emotional fatigue is
practicing self-care. “Becoming a parent is a time of intense transition,” Katie Turner, a
Registered Psychologist, says. “Our identities, roles and relationships often go through a period
of massive upheaval and change. It is important to be compassionate with yourself, to adjust your
expectations and to make time for self-care.” Here are 4 top self-care tips for new parents:

Free Report Reveals:

How You Can Change Your Smile
Can You Handle the Truth???
Around 5000 BC, Egyptians began to
use a paste-like substance to clean
their teeth. The next groups to follow
with a tooth-cleaning concoction were
the Indians, Romans, Greeks, and Chinese
in 500 BC. This tooth powder was
much different than what we use today!
In Greece, they crushed up bones and
oyster shells to make the paste abrasive.
The Romans used a similar recipe, but
also added bark and charcoal for
flavoring.

To ﬁnd out more about changing your smile,
request the free special report and DVD:
“The Patient’s Guide to Cosmetic Dentistry”
at w w w . d r k e i t h k e l l e y . c o m
or call us to book your
Complimentary Cosmetic
Consultation with Dr. Keith Kelley
We look forward to seeing you!

This may include:

2. Adjust your expectations of yourself: Focus on bonding and
caring for your new baby. Allow time for your family to adjust and make
sure you’re getting enough rest, sleep, nutrition and recovery time.
Focus on your self-care essentials and let go of expectations to have
everything else done. It is not a time to worry about entertaining others
or having a spotless house.

•
•

•
•
•
•

Perinatal mental health supports
Help with childcare or household tasks
Sleep consultants
Community support and social supports 				
for new parents
Breast/bottle feeding supports
Recovery from labor and delivery 			
(such as pelvic floor physiotherapists)

3. Stay connected: Take time for family and friends and meet other new
parents with similar aged children. Schedule time to connect with family
and friends, and be flexible in planning social activities. This might mean
asking people to come to you. Or you can have a phone or video chat
date when it is hard to connect in person. It can also be helpful to build
connections with other new parents. Look for community programs
and parenting groups to get out of the house and to connect with other
parents.
4. Try to get your ducks in a row: To prevent stress as a new
parent, try to get health information and resources organized as
soon as possible. Ask friends, family or health care providers to
recommend nearby perinatal supports for your baby, yourself and
your relationship/family. It is a good idea to have a list of resources
handy. You can use them if you run into any medical concerns or
stressors as you transition into parenthood.

The first rule of
Alzheimers club:
Don’t talk about chess club
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1. Create a postpartum plan: It can be helpful to think about those first
3 months as the 4th trimester. Newborns sleep and feeding schedules
are intense and demanding. Plan for what will best support you and your
family during this time. Let friends and family know how they can best
support you. Be loving, yet firm and direct with your boundaries. This
can range from when you would like visitors to what type of support is
most helpful (and what is not so helpful).
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Tips, Tricks, and Trends
GET THE BEST BANG FOR YOUR BUCK ON SCHOOL ESSENTIALS
Back-to-school season can get expensive with school supplies, clothes and the latest
gadgets on the shopping list. To save and get the best value for your money, check out these
tips for each major category:
Office supplies. This is one area where it makes more sense to save than splurge. Things like pens, erasers and
markers can easily get lost or borrowed and never returned, so it doesn’t make sense to shell out extra for them.
Basics like these are best bought in bulk at a deep discount or at the dollar store. If your children want something
with their favorite characters on it that also comes with a steep markup, try a DIY craft project together, like decorating
a binder with stickers of the characters instead.
Technology. For laptops and tablets, you’ll find the best deals if you wait until late September and October, when
retailers are clearing their stock after the back-to-school rush. When it comes to smartphones, you want something
that has all the bells and whistles your kids want while still being reasonably priced.
Clothing. Don’t think you need an autumn wardrobe for the kids right away. Summer usually lasts into late
September, which is perfect since fall clothes tend to go on sale in October, right before holiday inventory hits
shelves. Until then, layering is your best friend, extending spring and summer clothes into the season until the big
chill begins. Before then, keep a lookout for back-to-school flyers and email promotions from your favorite stores.

Fun,
Silly &
Inspiring
Quotes
“An archaeologist is the best
husband a woman can have;
the older she gets, the more
interested he is in her.”

Fun Facts
That’ll Astound Your Friends
• An average pencil can write 70
miles.
• The largest school in the world
in terms of number of students
is the City Montessori School in
Lucknow, India. There are more
than 32,000 students attending
the school on a daily basis. It has
over 1,000 classrooms, 3,700
computers and goes through
thousands of pounds worth of
stationery and books each year.

~ Lily Tomlin

“Politics is supposed to be
the second oldest profession.
I have come to realize that it
bears a very close resemblance
to the first.”
~ Ronald Reagan

“Luck is what you have left
over after you give 100
percent.”
~ Langston Coleman
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Did you know that over 6 million people have used Invisalign to straighten their
teeth? Invisalign consists of a series of aligners that are clear and are swapped out
every few weeks to gradually straighten your teeth and adjust your bite. The result is
the smile you’ve always wanted from treatment no one knew was happening!

• Underbites

However, Invisalign isn’t just for crooked teeth. Invisalign can fix the majority of
tooth and jaw alignment issues where traditional braces would normally be the only
option. What other cases can Invisalign help?

• For a Straighter Smile

• Gapped Teeth

Gapped teeth are a concern for many patients. For some people, the gaps in their smile will
lessen as they age, but for others, the gaps are there to stay. When you want to close the
gaps between your teeth, Invisalign is an effective form of treatment that can discreetly
move your teeth closer together to create a uniform smile you can enjoy for life!

Underbites tend to be more obvious than overbites, but not in all cases. Underbites
can cause chronic jaw pain and difficulty speaking and chewing, and these problems
typically become worse over time rather than improving. Fortunately, when you need to
correct your underbite, you have the option of going with Invisalign to correct your bite!
Invisalign provides an overall straighter smile. For people who don’t necessarily have
crooked teeth but want to improve the general appearance of their smile, Invisalign
provides a way to gradually straighten your teeth with
invisible treatment. One of the best benefits of
Invisalign is that it’s removable, allowing you
to care for your teeth and gums just as you
would without orthodontic treatment for
brighter, more even teeth.

• Overbites

Is Invisalign Right for You?

Overbites are one of the most common issues that are fixed with
traditional orthodontics. However, Invisalign is also adept at treating
overbites, including deep overbites. If your orthodontist has
told you that you have an overbite, ask him or her about
Invisalign to correct your bite and deliver a beautiful, functional
smile.

While Invisalign can treat the majority of
orthodontic cases, there are some people
who will need more extensive treatment
where an option such as traditional
braces would be more effective. Is it
time to ask your dentist about Invisalign?

• Back in 2014 there was an
elementary school in Turin, Italy
that only had one teacher and one
student - giving it the reputation of
being the smallest school in the world.
• The children in Holland start
school on their fourth birthday so
there’s always someone new in class.

Life Hacks: Better, Faster, Easier Solutions To Life’s Little, Everyday Problems >>>

The newest way to get your probiotics
W

hen it comes to daily vitamins or supplements, most of us prefer an easier pill to swallow. It is no
surprise that multivitamin gummies aren’t just for kids anymore – formulas for adults have become
popular in recent years, with the newest options focusing on specific nutrients and, more recently, probiotics.
If you haven’t tried gummy probiotics yet, read on to discover if they are right for you.

~ Agatha Christie

“I always wanted to be somebody,
but now I realize I should have
been more specific.”

Invisalign Isn’t Just for Crooked Teeth

“Gummy supplements are a great option for people who do not like swallowing regular tablets,” says Jemma Besson,
a registered dietitian at Shoppers Drug Mart. “They may be a more palatable option compared to traditional
supplements. This makes the gummy format an easy and convenient option for those who want to incorporate
probiotics into their daily routine.”

Healthy

Pita bread pizza

with chicken and grilled veggies

Ingredients:

Directions:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preheat oven to 360°F. Preheat a grill to medium-high.
Cook zucchini, mushrooms and bell pepper, turning, for 5
minutes or until tender. Transfer to a plate.
Place pita bread on a large lined baking tray. Spread sauce
over pitas and sprinkle equally with 2/3 cup cheese. Top with
grilled vegetables, tomatoes, chicken and the remaining
cheese.
Bake for 12-15 minutes or until bases are crisp. Sprinkle
with basil and serve with salad.

2 small zucchini, cut in ribbons
8 mushrooms, sliced
1 large yellow bell pepper, thinly sliced
4 wholemeal pita breads
8 tablespoons tomato and basil pasta sauce
1 cup grated reduced-fat mozzarella or pizza cheese
8 cherry tomatoes, sliced
7oz shredded cooked chicken
1/4 cup fresh basil
4 cups rocket salad, to serve

Many supplement brands are now also addressing people’s concerns about sugar, gluten and dairy, and are
introducing products to meet those needs. For instance, Life Brand probiotic gummies are gluten, dairy, soy and
gelatin free and contain no added sugar, as they are made with real fruit such as blackberries, peaches and raspberries.
For those worried about the sugar content, the recommended dosage translates to a very small amount.
Ultimately, vitamins and probiotics are best consumed in food, but supplements
are a great option when extra support is needed or if you want to boost your
digestive health. Different types of probiotics may offer specific health benefits.
Some formulas even target IBS symptoms and may help relieve abdominal
discomfort, gas and bloating.
Besson recommends some tips to incorporate probiotics into your
diet, such as eating fermented foods or those with live cultures like
kimchi, kombucha, yogurt and miso to encourage good
bacteria in your gut.
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